Editorial
Joseph Ratzinger seems to believe that genetic knowledge of the human being has the potential to create more harm than good and possibly is an evil in itself. Thus, neither reason nor science, but only religion can -and is entitled to -investigate the intimate aspects of human life.
Therefore, asking questions is understandable, even though these questions may remain unanswered. Will the new pope end up emphasising his direct strategy of communication and political intervention in bioethics? And, if so, what consequences will this have in the world of science? Will it eventually divide catholic and non-catholic scientists? And what consequences will that have on the relationship between science and society? Are even catholic nations moving towards the creation of "moral majorities" which will be trying to build a (mono) ethical society, as is seemingly happening in the US? And in order to reach these goals, will "parishes be mobilised" and -as is happening in Italy and Spain -will strategies of personalised communication be used, that is, unprecedented strategies of micro-communication for the laymen interested in scientific research? 
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